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Chapter 1

Introduction

Fingerprints are a form of biometrics which is the science of establishing a
person’s identity based on the physical or behavioral attributes of an individual. A
fingerprint is the pattern of ridges and valleys that are formed on a person’s finger
during the first seven months of fetal development [2]. There is archaeological
evidence that demonstrates that the Chinese used fingerprints to establish the
identity of someone as early as 400 A.D. and were used to indicate the identity of a
provider. In 1888, Sir Francis Galton introduced the minutiae features that are
currently used today in matching fingerprints. It was not until the early twentieth
century that fingerprints were formerly accepted as a method of personal
identification.
Representation of a fingerprint is characterized by several features such as
singularity points, minutiae, and sweat pores. Singularity points provide a globallevel feature and are determined by ridge-line flow grouped into three major
categories: loops (Figure 1.1), whorls (Figure 1.2), and deltas (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.1 Loop Singularity Pattern
The Loop Singularity pattern is characterized by an inverted U shape with ridges that
terminate about the U shape. This particular image also contains a Delta Singularity
pattern.

Figure 1.2 Whorl Singularity Pattern
The Whorl Singularity pattern is characterized by a circular shape with ridges
circling about the center.
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Figure 1.3 Delta Singularity Pattern
The Delta Singularity pattern is characterized by a triangular shape with ridges that
can terminate in the center, or an end point of the triangular shape.

At a local level, minutiae details are identified by ridge termination, or ridge
bifurcation patterns. Minutiae within the context of a fingerprint refer to the
various ways that a ridge line can change. Ridge termination (Figure 1.4) denotes a
ridge that abruptly ends, where as a ridge bifurcation (Figure 1.5) denotes a ridge
that forks or branches into two other ridges.

Figure 1.4 Ridge Termination
The Ridge Termination minutiae is characterized by a ridge line abruptly ending.
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Figure 1.5 Ridge Bifurcation
The Ridge Bifurcation minutiae is characterized by a single ridge line splitting into
two ridge lines or vice-versa.

At a very fine level of detail, typically at a resolution of 1000 dpi (dots per
inch), sweat pores can be identified. Sweat pores (Figure 1.6) are an intra-ridge
level of detail that is characterized by position and shape. Note that very few
automatic matching techniques use sweat pores since their detection requires
technology that is expensive and uncommon.

Figure 1.6 Sweat Pores
Fingerprint Sweat Pores can be identified as very tiny holes that exist on fingerprint
ridge lines.
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Reliably matching fingerprints can be a difficult task due to the variability
of fingerprint impressions of the same person with regards to displacement,
rotation, partial overlap, non-linear distortion, pressure, skin condition, and
background noise [2]. Experts in the field of fingerprint examination claim that
two fingerprints are the same if global and local features are equivalent based on a
complex set of protocols. Local-level minutiae based matching algorithms were
inspired by the manual process.

To locate these features from a fingerprint

programmatically, the fingerprint image must be processed through several image
filters and enhancement algorithms. While an algorithm may be able to properly
identify all valid minutiae points in a latent fingerprint image, it may not contain
enough minutiae information for a proper match. If two partial latent fingerprint
images are available, and they are from the same person and the same finger, these
two images can be stitched, or combined together to increase the number of
minutiae to be used for a match.
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Chapter 2

Fingerprint Image Enhancement

Fingerprint images are captured using a fingerprint scanner which converts
the captured sensory data to an image that can be processed for feature extraction.
In order to properly extract fingerprint features, the original captured image must
be enhanced using a series of image-enhancement algorithms that separate the
fingerprint foreground from the background. Once the image has been filtered the
fingerprint features can be extracted.

The main steps involved in the image

enhancement process are:
1. calculating the grayscale statistics
2. applying a median filter
3. applying a normalization filter
4. applying a Sobel filter
5. estimating the local ridge orientation
6. applying a segmentation filter
7. applying a binarization filter
8. thinning the ridges
The image processing algorithms used to apply the image filters as well as
the fingerprint stitching algorithm were implemented using the C# language within
Microsoft’s .NET Framework. Since the fields of image processing and fingerprint
identification

remains

very

proprietary,
6

external

libraries,

open

source

implementations, and third party tools are largely unavailable at a low cost.

2.1

Image Enhancement
Image enhancement improves the detectability of important image details;

in this case fingerprint ridges can be detected through such operations as noise
reduction, smoothing, contrast stretching, and edge enhancement. A basic concept
of image enhancement is to apply a mask to the entire image. A mask represents a
series of pixels located at coordinates x and y that include all neighboring pixels
within a given distance. The figures below (Figure 2.1, Figure 2.2, and Figure 2.3)
display examples of various masks both weighted, and non-weighted.

For

example, an equal weight mask can be used to change the intensity of an image,
where as a weighted mask can be used to detect edges within an image.

Figure 2.1 3x3 Equal Weighted Mask

Figure 2.2 9x9 Equal Weighted Mask
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Figure 2.3 3x3 Weighted Mask

The application of a mask to an input image yields an output image of the
same size.

A mask is applied to each input pixel, each pixel’s intensity is

multiplied by the mask weight, and the output pixel is then determined by a series
of calculations using all of the input pixel values. As the mask is applied to an
image, if a pixel within the mask does not exist in the input image, its output value
can be the original value, an ignored value (0 or 255), or the nonexistent pixels can
contain other substituted values as deemed appropriate. Typically a mask cannot
be applied to the border pixels of an image because it would cause the mask to use
non-existent pixel values. The median and Sobel filters use the pixel value zero
(black) as the output value in cases where a mask could not be applied. Each of
these filters uses a 3x3 filter mask, and therefore the border around the output
image is black (refer to Figure 2.4). Also note that Figure 2.4 demonstrates the
coordinate system of an image with respect to image processing. The origin of an
image is the upper left corner with y-axis values increasing from the origin
downward, and x-axis values increasing to the right.
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Figure 2.4 Sample Image with Border
Sample image displaying a border that remains after a 3x3 mask has been applied
(border thickness has been exaggerated for display).

2.2

Calculate Grayscale Statistics
One of the initial steps of the fingerprint feature extraction process is to

determine various grayscale statistics at global and local levels. These statistics are
used for image normalization, binarization, and segmentation. Local grayscale
information is determined using a local 11x11 pixel mask of equal weight.

The

grayscale mean, standard deviation, mean of the squares and variances are shown in
Equation 2.1, Equation 2.2, Equation 2.3, and Equation 2.4 respectively.
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Equation 2.1 Statistical Mean

5
M ( x, y )  5
i 5  j 5 G ( x  i, y  j )
where
G  greyscale pixel value at x, y
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
i  pixel offset in horizontal direction
j  pixel offset in vertical direction

Equation 2.2 Statistical Standard Deviation

  G( x  i, y  j )  M ( x  i, y  j )^ 2
S ( x, y ) 
5

5

i  5

j  5

121  1

where
G  greyscale pixel value at x, y
M  local mean value at x, y
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
i  pixel offset in horizontal direction
j  pixel offset in vertical direction
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Equation 2.3 Statistical Mean of Squares

 
MS ( x, y ) 
5

5

i  5

j  5

G ( x  i, y  j )^ 2
121

where
G  greyscale pixel value at x, y
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
i  pixel offset in horizontal direction
j  pixel offset in vertical direction
Equation 2.4 Statistical Variance

V ( x, y )  MS ( x, y )  M ( x, y )^ 2 * 121 /(121  1) 
where
MS  local mean of squares value at x, y
M  local mean value at x, y
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
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Figure 2.5 Greyscale Mean Image
This image displays the local mean grayscale values.

2.3

Median Filter
The Median Filter is a non-linear filter used to remove impulsive noise from

an image while preserving sharp edges. The median filter sorts the pixel values of
the image mask in ascending order, and uses the middle value to represent the new
output pixel value (refer to Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6 Median Filter Sample Mask
This figure displays a sample 3x3 filter mask whose input value is 200, and output
value is 20.

Common pixel masks used with a Median filter are 3x3, and 5x5. A 5x5
pixel mask was selected for the filtering process due to its ability to filter more
noise on a single pass as compared to a 3x3 pixel mask. The grayscale values from
the median filter are used for image segmentation, and binarization. The value of
the median filter with regards to pixel coordinate x and y is referred to in this
document as B(x,y). Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 demonstrate the removal of noise
using the median filter.
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Figure 2.7 Original Image
The Original Fingerprint Image prior to applying the median filter contains
background noise in the upper right quadrant.

Figure 2.8 Median Filtered Image
Once the Median filter is applied to the original image, the background noise is
removed.
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2.4

Normalizing
The fingerprint image is normalized to change the range of pixel intensity

values to compensate for poor contrast in the image. The normalized image is then
processed by a Sobel filter in the next step to determine the image gradients, which
ultimately allows the local ridge orientation to be created. Normalizing an image
does not require an image mask, and is determined using the formulas listed in
Equation 2.5. Where G(x,y) represents the grayscale image, M(x,y) represents the
local mean grayscale value, V(x,y) represents the local grayscale variance, mean
represents the global mean grayscale value, and variance represents the global
grayscale variance. The final normalized image is shown as N(x,y) The formulas
for global mean and variance are similar to the local mean and variance formulas
listed in Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.4. However, the formulas are applied to the
entire image versus a local area.

Equation 2.5 Normalizing

D ( x, y )  G ( x, y )  M ( x, y )
N ( x, y )  mean  (variance * D( x, y ) * D( x, y ))
N ( x, y )  mean  (variance * D( x, y ) * D( x, y ))

where
G  greyscale pixel value at x, y
M  local mean value at x, y
mean  mean pixel value of entire image
variance  variance pixel value of entire image
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
15

V ( x, y )
V ( x, y )

if(d(x, y))  0
otherwise

Figure 2.9 Original Image
The Original Fingerprint image is used with the normalization filter

Figure 2.10 Normalized Filtered Image
The Normalized Image does not change the clarity of the image, but reduces
variations in grey levels.
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2.5

Sobel Filter
A Sobel filter is applied to the image to assist in creating the local ridge

orientation estimate.

The Sobel operator calculates the gradient of the image

intensity at each pixel giving the direction of the largest possible increase from
light to dark and the rate of change in that direction. Two 3x3 masks are applied to
the normalized image to calculate the intensity gradients in the both the horizontal
and vertical directions. The two 3x3 matrices shown below define the x-coordinate
increasing intensity in the left direction, and the y-coordinate increasing intensity in
the down direction. As the pixel intensity increases its integer value decreases, and
approaches zero (black).
Equation 2.6 X and Y Matrices

 1
Gx   2
  1
1
G y   0
 1
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0 1
0 2
0 1 
2
1
0
0 
 2  1

Equation 2.7 X and Y Derivations

D x ( x, y )  i  1  j  1 N ( x  i, y  j ) * G x (i, j )
1

1

D y ( x, y )  i  1  j  1 N ( x  i, y  j ) * G y (i, j )
1

1

where
N  normalized pixel value at x, y
G x  gradient v alue in the horizontal direction
G y  gradient v alue in the vertical direction
D x  derivative in the horizontal direction
D y  derivative in the vertical direction
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
i  pixel offset in horizontal direction
j  pixel offset in vertical direction
Equation 2.8 Theta

( x, y)  tan 1 ( Dy / Dx )
Equation 2.9 Magnitude

magnitude( x, y)  Dx * Dx  Dy * Dy
The gradient direction and magnitude can be determined using the
equations listed above. The gradient direction assists in determining the fingerprint
local ridge orientation that is used to label minutiae direction, or minutiae
orientation. The final Sobel output image color is ranged from 0 to 255, by using
the maximum pixel magnitude value to normalize the final pixel output value.
18

Figure 2.11, Figure 2.12, Figure 2.13, and Figure 2.14 are provided as reference
examples of a Sobel filter.

Figure 2.11 Sobel Sample Image

Figure 2.12 Sobel Filtered Image
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Figure 2.13 Sobel Filter in the X Direction

Figure 2.14 Sobel Filter in the Y Direction
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Figure 2.15 Original Image

Figure 2.16 Sobel Filtered Image

2.6

Estimation of Local Ridge Orientation
A local ridge orientation is an estimate of the orientation of the fingerprint

ridges contained within a 17x17 local mask . A 17 pixel mask was chosen because
it is large enough to create an estimate for the orientation, and not so large that it
21

distorted the orientation estimate. The local ridge orientation is computed for each
pixel, and is used to determine the orientation of detected minutiae. An additional
value R(x,y), or reliability, is calculated to determine the consistency of the final
estimated orientation. The reliability, computed prior to the ridge orientation, is
determined by calculating the variance of the angles within the local mask. The
local ridge orientation is later used during the minutiae extraction process as a label
for its orientation, or direction.

Equation 2.10 Reliability

R ( x, y )  variance /(17 * 17)
variance 



8
i  8



8
j  8

average()  sum() /(17 * 17)
sum()  i  8  j  8 ( x  i, y  j )
8



( x  i, y  j )  average () ^ 2

8

where
R  statistical reliabilit y
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
i  pixel offset in horizontal direction
j  pixel offset in vertical direction
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Equation 2.11 Cosine at X, Y

cos( x, y )  i  8  j  8 cos(( x  i, y  j )) * R( x  i, y  j )
8

8

where
R  statistical reliabilit y at pixel x, y
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
i  pixel offset in horizontal direction
j  pixel offset in vertical direction

Equation 2.12 Sine at X, Y

sin( x, y )  i  8  j  8 sin(( x  i, y  j )) * R( x  i, y  j )
8

8

where
R  statistical reliabilit y at pixel x, y
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
i  pixel offset in horizontal direction
j  pixel offset in vertical direction
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Equation 2.13 Cosine Mean at X, Y

MCOS ( x, y )  cos( x, y ) / 17
where
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image

Equation 2.14 Sine Mean at X, Y

MSIN ( x, y )  sin( x, y ) / 17
where
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
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Equation 2.15 Orientation Theta at X, Y

if (M COS(x, y)  0 or M SIN(x, y)  0)

O ( x, y ) 

tan -1 ( MSIN ( x, y ), MCOS ( x, y ))
2

otherwise
O ( x, y )  
where
x  horizontal pixel location in image
y  vertical pixel location in image
note
tan -1  Implemented using C# ' s M ath.Atan2(y, x)
function to express 2pi unambisuou sly

Figure 2.17 Sobel Image
The information gathered from the Sobel filter is used to create the local ridge
orientation.
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Figure 2.18 Local Ridge Orientation Filtered Image
The Local Ridge Orientation Image is used during the minutiae extraction process for
labeling their orientations.

2.7

Segmentation (Black & White)
Segmentation is a process that separates the foreground from the

background to isolate the fingerprint ridges. A foreground pixel is considered to be
part of the actual fingerprint which includes both the ridges and valleys.

A

background pixel is a pixel that can be ignored while extracting fingerprint
features. A localized 11x11 mask is used to convert the image to a black and white
image based on the grayscale statistics. A pixel is converted to white (background)
if the blurred grayscale value, B(x,y), is greater than the mean grayscale value
(M(x,y)), or the variance of the grayscale (V(x,y)) is less than the mean grayscale
value (M(x,y)).
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Figure 2.19 Median Filtered Image
The Median Filtered Image is used as the input image to create the final black and
white segmented image.

Figure 2.20 Black and White Filtered Image
The segmented, or black and white, image will be used to create the skeleton image.
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2.8

Thinning The Ridges
Once the image has been converted to a black and white image, it is

thinned. Thinning converts the fingerprint ridges to a single pixel wide line. The
thinned image is used to extract minutiae. A thinning algorithm developed by Ilya
Mezhirov [10] in the C programming language developed for an Optical Character
Recognition Engine was adapted and used to thin the fingerprint images. The
thinning algorithm takes the black and white segmented image, and recursively
peels the ridge lines pixel by pixel until a ridge line one pixel wide remains.

Figure 2.21 Black and White Image
The Black and White Image must be finished prior to thinning the ridges.
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Figure 2.22 Skeleton Filtered Image
The Skeleton or Thinned Image is used to extract minutiae points.
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Chapter 3

Fingerprint Feature Extraction

Once the fingerprint image has been enhanced, singularities and minutiae
features can be extracted. The first feature extracted is a fingerprint singularity
which uses the local ridge orientation to detect a fingerprint’s core. A fingerprint
core is a landmark that is defined as the north most point of an inner ridge line [1]
(refer to Figure 3.1). The second feature extracted is minutiae points. Minutiae
points are commonly used to compare and match two fingerprint images.
Additionally, minutiae points are used to calculate the rotation angle between two
latent fingerprint images.

Figure 3.1 Fingerprint Core
The fingerprint core is considered a land mark, which is defined as the north most
point of an inner ridge line [1].
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3.1

Fingerprint Singularity Enhancement
Singularities, or singular regions, are areas within the fingerprint where the

ridge lines assume distinctive shapes. These shapes can be classified into three
main categories: loop, delta, and whorl. Only fingerprint images that contained a
single singularity were considered for this experiment. Fingerprint images that
contained invalid singularities due to noisy or low quality images proved too
difficult to stitch together, with the currently evaluated algorithm. The true validity
of a singularity could not be determined in these circumstances programmatically
and sufficient information could not be found through research to verify a
singularity programmatically. See Figure 3.2 for a sample image that contains
invalid singularities.

Figure 3.2 Fingerprint with Multiple Singularities
A case when multiple singularities were discovered, 1 valid, and 2 invalid.
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Singularities are identified using the Poincare index and applying it to the
foreground pixels of the local ridge orientation with a 3x3 mask. A singular region
is identified if the Poincare index is between 0.45 and 0.51 [9] and is calculated
using Equation 3.1. The Poincare index defines the sum of the orientation change
along a closed circle of a given point. This index value assists in determining the
type of singularity discovered: loop, whirl, or delta (Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2, and
Figure 1.3 respectively).
Equation 3.1 Poincare Index

Poincare ( x, y ) 

1
2



7
k 0

(k )

 (k )
if(|  (k) | /2)
 ( k )     ( k ) if( (k)  -/2)
   (k )
otherwise
 (k )   ( pk )   ( p( k 1) mod 8 )
where
p  8 boundary pixels about pixel x, y

Figure 3.3 Boundary Pixels
8 Neighborhood Boundary Pixels used in determining the Poincare Index
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Once all of the potential singularities have been identified for each pixel, a
post-processing step occurs that removes singularity outliers. Once the outliers
have been removed the center for each remaining cluster of singularities is
identified.

This final singularity point is used to calculate the displacement

between the two latent fingerprint images.

The first step in identifying a singularity involves indentifying potential
candidates in which a pixel is identified as a singularity candidate if its Poincare
index falls between 0.45 and 0.51 [9]. Once all candidates are identified, they are
grouped into clusters within 17 pixels of each other, and labeled accordingly using
a group number (i.e. 1, 2, 3, etc). Once this is complete, a center is estimated for
each group by averaging the minimum and maximum x and y coordinate. For each
identified center, a 17x17 pixel mask is applied to determine if each pixel within
the mask can be classified as part of the foreground. If a pixel exists that is
classified as a background pixel, the singularity is removed and deemed invalid
because it exists on the edge of the fingerprint. False or invalid singularities can be
detected at a fingerprint’s edge due to the amount of noise that is created by a ridge
line losing contact with the fingerprint sensor. A 17x17 pixel mask was chosen for
this process since its size is large enough to cover the area around a potential
candidate and easily identify a pixel that may exist on the edge of a fingerprint.

3.2

Fingerprint Minutiae Extraction

Fingerprint minutiae are extracted from the skeleton image (Figure 2.22)
using the crossing number (CN) concept that analyzes the image with a local 3x3
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mask [2]. By analyzing the local mask, a crossing number is defined by Equation
3.2 and Table 3.1 which describes what type of minutiae is discovered.

Equation 3.2 Crossing Number

cn ( p ) 

1
2



7
k 0

val( pk mod 8 )  val( pk )



where
p  8 boundary pixels about pixel x, y
val  0 for white, 1 for black

Figure 3.4 Boundary Pixels
8 Neighborhood Boundary Pixels used in determining the Crossing Number
Table 3.1 Crossing Numbers

CN(1)

Termination Minutiae

CN(2)

Ridge

CN(3)

Bifurcation Minutiae

CN(4 or more)

Complex Minutiae
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Figure 3.5 CN=1 (termination)

Figure 3.6 CN=2 (ridge)

Figure 3.7 CN=3 (bifurcation)
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Only two of the listed minutiae types are used in this project, the
termination minutiae and the bifurcation minutiae (refer to Figure 1.4 and Figure
1.5). Once all of the minutiae have been identified, any false minutiae must be
found and removed. The crossing number is calculated for each pixel that is part of
a fingerprint ridge. For example, if a pixel value is zero (black) it is considered as
belonging to a fingerprint ridge. After the crossing numbers have been calculated
for each black pixel in the skeleton image, those with a crossing number of 1 or 3
are identified as minutiae candidates.

Each minutiae candidate must then be

validated using a ridge tracing method developed by Tico and Kuosmanen [10].
The ridge tracing method removes false minutiae by following a fingerprint’s ridge
to determine the validity of the minutiae being examined. Each minutiae candidate
is examined with this method using a 23x23 pixel mask. The center of the mask, or
the minutiae pixel,, is labeled with a -1. There are two separate processes for the
ridge tracing method: one for termination minutiae and one for bifurcation
minutiae.

For each termination minutiae, using a 3x3 pixel mask, trace the skeleton
ridge and label the single exit pixel with a 1 (Figure 3.5). Follow each connected
pixel in a clockwise direction from the minutiae pixel and label it with a 1. A pixel,
in this case a black pixel from the skeleton ridge, is considered connected in a 3x3
mask if it is directly next to another black pixel. Once all the pixels within the
23x23 mask have been labeled, count the number of label transitions from 0 to 1
around the border of the 23x23 pixel window. If the total count equals 1, then the
minutia is identified as a valid termination minutia, because it is connected to only
one ridge line. Otherwise the minutiae candidate is removed.

For each bifurcation minutiae, using a 3x3 pixel mask, trace the skeleton
ridge and label each connected pixel with a 1, 2, and 3 for each of the 3 exit points
(Figure 3.7). Count the number of label transitions from 0 to 1, 0 to 2, and 0 to 3
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around the border of the 23x23 mask. If the transition count for each transition is
equal to 1, then the minutia candidate is a valid bifurcation minutia, because the
minutiae point is only connected to each of the three exit points Otherwise, it is
removed.

3.3

Fingerprint Minutiae Coordinate System Bank
Once all of the minutiae points have been verified, a Coordinate System

Bank is determined for each point. A Coordinate System Bank is an algorithm that
was developed by Wang, Li, and Chen [7] to provide the capability of quickly and
efficiently finding reliable reference minutiae points between the template image,
and the query image. In terms of fingerprint analysis, the template image is the
image of a known recorded identity, and the query image is the image used for
comparison in determining an identity. With regards to this project, the template
image and the query image are simply two latent fingerprint images that are known
to have come from the same person and the same finger.

In each of the images, every minutiae point is given a new coordinate
system based on its direction as determined by the ridge orientation process. If any
other minutiae points exist within a radial distance of 30 pixels, they are recorded
and considered part of the local coordinate system bank with their origin being the
initially identified minutiae point. Once every minutiae point has been accounted
for as either the origin for or a member of a coordinate system, the template image,
and query image can be matched for further analysis. For example, the given angle
from minutiae point A to minutiae point B along edge AB is found to be 45 degrees
prior to the creation of a local coordinate system. Once a local coordinate system
has been established with the origin at minutiae point A, the angle between A and
B is determined to be 90 degrees. This new coordinate system allows for fast
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comparisons of minutiae points between a template image and a query image, since
all minutiae points are now normalized to a local ridge orientation within each
image at given minutiae points. Figure 3.8 provides an example of a fingerprint
image with identified minutiae points; alternatively Figure 3.9 illustrates a sample
local coordinate system constructed from identified minutiae points. Figure 3.10
demonstrates how minutiae are paired between images using the local coordinate
system bank.

Figure 3.8 Minutiae Points
Minutiae Points depicted as circles are ridge termination points, and those depicted as
squares are bifurcation points.
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Figure 3.9 Local Coordinate System
Local coordinate systems are defined based on the each minutiae points’ orientation.

Figure 3.10 Reference Minutiae Pairing

The new coordinate system also serves a second purpose of determining
how much a query image must be rotated to properly align with a template image.
Once minutiae points have been matched between the template image and the query
image, an offset or angle of rotation can be determined by taking the difference
between the original local ridge orientations of the matched minutiae points.
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Chapter 4

Fingerprint Stitching

Once the fingerprint features have been identified, verified, and the
coordinate system bank has been constructed, two latent fingerprint images (image
A and B for terms of simplicity) can be stitched together. For the image stitching
process there are two main factors that must be taken into consideration:
displacement and angle of rotation. Displacement describes the amount of distance
in pixels that image B must be moved up, down, left, or right to match image A.
The displacement values between image A and B are determined by identifying the
fingerprint core using the singularity feature extraction process described in
Chapter 3. The angle of rotation is how much image B must be rotated to match
image A. The angle rotation was determined by using the Coordinate System Bank
as described in Chapter 3. Displacement and angle of rotation mismatches are
caused by human error while a fingerprint image is being captured by the scanning
device. Rarely will a person be able to place their finger on a fingerprint capture
device exactly the same every time they offer their fingerprint for image capture.

4.1

Stitching Two Latent Fingerprint Images

The first step in the stitching process is to determine the angle of rotation
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between images A and B. Since the Coordinate System Bank from Chapter 3 is
used to determine this value, the procedure is very similar to a matching algorithm
to determine if images A and B are a potential fingerprint match. Due to image
distortions during the fingerprint image capturing process an angle threshold of 5
degrees, and a distance threshold of 5 pixels was established for comparing
minutiae points based on initial testing (Figure 3.10). These thresholds were found
to be small enough for a proper comparison, but large enough to establish a match
between minutiae points.

Unfortunately, textbooks and journals do not generally establish common
threshold values since the certainty of fingerprint matches is solely determined by
the purpose of the match. In other words, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) would require looser threshold values than a fingerprint scanner used by a
corporation to verify employees.

The looser threshold values allow for more

matches to be found by the FBI and permit those matches to be further analyzed by
a human fingerprint analyst for identification.

Whereas the smaller threshold

values used by a corporation to verify a known employee do not require further
analysis or investigation once the employee’s identity has been verified by the
fingerprint scanning equipment.

In order to match the minutiae points between two latent fingerprint images,
each minutiae point in image A is compared with each minutiae point in image B
and a match score is calculated based on the number of matched edges. The score
is simply the number of edges that match the given thresholds stated above. If the
score is greater than 1, the matched minutiae pair is stored and used later to
calculate the rotation value between the two images. Once all of the matches have
been identified, the average of the differences in their ridge orientation is
calculated. This average value is then used to rotate image B onto image A.
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The next and final step in the stitching process is to determine the
displacement values between image A and image B. As previously mentioned, the
displacement can be determined by using image A as a baseline image, and
calculate the difference between the x and y coordinates of the fingerprint cores in
images A and B. For example, the fingerprint core of image A was identified at x
and y pixel coordinates (50, 25), and the fingerprint core of image B was identified
at (40, 20). This determines that every pixel in image B must be shifted to the right
10 pixels, and down 5 pixels to match image A. As an example of the stitching
process refer to Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2
represent the two latent fingerprint images to be stitched together. Both images
must be enhanced based on the image filters explained in Chapter 2. Once each
image has been enhanced the next step is to extract the fingerprint features
explained in Chapter 3. After the extraction process, if a single singularity has
been defined and a sufficient number of minutiae points exist the two images can
be stitched together resulting in Figure 4.3. Figure 4.4 provides a sample of the
identified features based on the algorithms presented in Chapters 2 and 3.

Figure 4.1 Latent Image A
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Figure 4.2 Latent Image B

Figure 4.3 Stitched Image of A and B
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Figure 4.4 Fingerprint Feature Identification
The first row contains the original images, the second row contains the detected
fingerprint singularity or core, and the third row contains the detected minutiae
points.
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4.2

Image Dataset
To verify that two latent fingerprint images can be combined into a single

image that allows for the extraction of a greater number of minutiae, a dataset of
fingerprint images contained as part of the Handbook of Fingerprint Recognition
textbook [1] was used. This fingerprint dataset can be used to verify fingerprint
recognition software, and was used as part of an international competition of
fingerprint algorithms in 2000. The FVC2000 dataset contains 4 databases of
fingerprints. The fingerprints within database 1 and 2 were obtained using smallsize and low-cost sensors. Database 3 used a higher quality sensor, and database 4
used synthetically generated fingerprints. Each database contains 110 fingers with
8 impressions per finger, this equates to 880 images per database. Within each
database are two subsets of images: A and B. Set A contains 800 images used for
competition testing purposes, and set B contains 80 images using for algorithm
tuning. All images within the FVC2000 dataset are 300 pixels by 300 pixels, with
each pixel having 8 bits of gray-scale depth stored in the TIF file format (tagged
image file format).

Due to the large volume of images available and the length of time it takes
to process and compare each set of 8 images, it was necessary to limit the number
of images to be used. Since a total of 3,520 images were available, the following
sets of images were taken at random and processed using the fingerprint stitching
algorithm:


The first 29 sets of fingerprints from Database 1-A.



The first 66 sets of fingerprints from Database 2-A.



The first 10 sets of fingerprints from Database 2-B.

Each set contains 8 images from the same finger of the same person. Refer
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to Figure 4.5 for a sample set. Since each image within a set belongs to the same
finger of the same person, each image was processed and stitched with another
image of the same set which resulted in a total of 64 combinations. The original
images were labeled with the following convention #_#. The first # defines the
fingerprint set of 8 images, and the second # defines the image index within the set.
For example, 4_1 and 4_8 would refer to a set of fingerprints labeled 4 with
fingerprint image 1 and fingerprint image 8. The final stitched image is labeled
with a similar convention #_#_#, which refers to the fingerprint set and the two
image indexes that were stitched together. For example, if 4_1 is processed and
stitched to 4_8 the resulting image is labeled 4_1_8.

1_1

1_2

1_3

1_4

1_5

1_6

1_7

1_8

Figure 4.5 Image Dataset Sample
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4.3

Image Results
A final total of 840 images were created after the stitching process. These

images were manually inspected and 17 sets were chosen to be used as part of the
final test results based on their final stitched image quality.

When manually

inspected, a quality stitched image has good core alignment with an applied
rotation value that allows for continuous fingerprint ridges between images. In
other words, the two stitched images appear to be a single fingerprint. Refer to
Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 as examples. In Figure 4.6, the two latent fingerprint
images have different contrast values, different fingerprint core coordinates, and
initially appear to be properly aligned with regards to rotation. After the minutiae
extraction process is complete, it was determined that the rotation value was -14
degrees based on all matched minutiae. Simply stated, the image on the right must
be rotated 14 degrees clockwise to properly align with the image on the left as
shown in Figure 4.7. Additionally, the left image must be offset by moving it 39
pixels to the left, and 86 pixels down.
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-39,-86

-14°

Figure 4.6 Fingerprint Feature Comparison

Figure 4.7 Final Stitched Fingerprint Sample

A poorly stitched image is one that cannot be properly aligned using the
fingerprint core, or the minutiae cannot be properly matched giving an invalid
rotation value. Refer to Figure 4.8, Figure 4.9, and Figure 4.10 as examples. In
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Figure 4.8, the fingerprint core was properly detected in the two latent fingerprint
images, the x and y offset values were calculated correctly, but the rotation value
was invalid. The invalid rotation value was caused by the lack of matched minutiae
between the two images. During a manual inspection, it was discovered that only
two minutiae points could potentially be matched (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.8 Fingerprint Feature Comparison of Poor Quality Stitch
The first row contains the original images, the second row contains the detected
fingerprint singularity or core, and the third row contains the detected minutiae
points.
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Figure 4.9 Final Poor Quality Stitched Image

Figure 4.10 Matched Minutiae

An automatic process to determine if two latent fingerprint images could
provide a quality stitched image may be desired for future enhancements to this
stitching algorithm. If such an enhancement is desired, it must take into account
the validity of the fingerprint core identification process. Proper core identification
is an essential step in stitching two latent fingerprint images. Without an accurate
core in each latent image, an offset cannot be calculated and therefore the images
cannot be aligned. Unfortunately verifying the rotation value is more complex, and
therefore a set of rules could be established based on the identified minutiae points.
An example of such a rule may establish a relationship between the numbers of
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minutiae that can be matched to the number of minutiae that cannot be matched.
Another example might require each coordinate system bank contain at least two
reference minutiae points before attempting to stitch the images. Although at this
point, further study is required to determine a proper set of rules for verifying the
rotation value based on the minutiae points.

Listed in Appendix A are the minutiae counts for each of the 17 sets of
successfully stitched fingerprint images. These images display various contrast
relationships between the stitched images as well as differing rotation and
displacement values. The final stitched images demonstrate that if two partial
latent fingerprint images can be stitched together a greater minutiae count can be
obtained from the final stitched image.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

As it has been demonstrated, two latent fingerprint images can be combined
into a single image to extract a greater number of minutiae, provided the two
images to be stitched are from the same person, and the same finger. The current
stitching algorithm is limited to fingerprint images that contain a single singularity,
namely the fingerprint core, to determine the displacement between the two images.
Future enhancements to this stitching process could include a better determination
method to more accurately identify and distinguish multiple singularities within a
fingerprint image. For example, the future algorithm should be able to identify and
differentiate between a loop, whorl, and delta singularity (Figure 1.1, Figure 1.2,
and Figure 1.3). Finally, a Gabor filter could be added to the image filtering
process prior to creating the segmented and skeleton images. A Gabor filter can be
used to enhance poor qualities images, so that a better quality skeleton image can
be produced, and used for minutiae identification.

Appendix A provides several samples of this image stitching process using
real fingerprint images captured with low quality and high quality sensors, as well
as synthetically generated images. The results within Appendix A demonstrate
how effective this stitching algorithm is with regards to various types of quality
images and the increased number of identifiable minutiae obtained afterwards.
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Appendix A.

Final Results of Fingerprint Image Stitching

15_7

15_5
Figure A.1 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 15

Table A.1 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 15

Image
15_7
15_5
15_7_5

Minutiae
21
28
38
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15_7_5

17_5

17_6

17_5_6

Figure A.2 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 17

Table A.2 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 17

Image
17_5
17_6
17_5_6

Minutiae
17
36
49

19_1

19_5
Figure A.3 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 19a

Table A.3 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 19a

Image
19_1
19_5
19_1_5

Minutiae
20
4
20
56

19_1_5

19_3

19_5

19_3_5

Figure A.4 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 19b

Table A.4 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 19b

Image
19_3
19_5
19_3_5

Minutiae
33
4
34

19_2

19_5

Figure A.5 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 19c

Table A.5 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 19c

Image
19_5
19_2

Minutiae
4
24
57

19_5_2

19_5_2
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24_7

24_1

24_7_1

Figure A.6 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 24a

Table A.6 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 24a

Image
24_7
24_1
24_7_1

Minutiae
9
26
45

24_7

24_2
Figure A.7 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 24b

Table A.7 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 2b

Image

Minutiae
58

24_7_2

24_7
24_2
24_7_2

9
34
57

30_5

30_1
Figure A.8 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 30a

Table A.8 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 30a

Image
30_5
30_1
30_5_1

Minutiae
20
3
24

59

30_5_1

30_7

30_1

30_7_1

Figure A.9 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 30b

Table A.9 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 30b

Image
30_7
30_1
30_7_1

Minutiae
29
3
32

30_8

30_5
Figure A.10 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 30c

Table A.10 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 30c

Image
30_8
30_5
30_8_5

Minutiae
10
20
20

60

30_8_5

12_7

12_2
Figure A.11 Fingerprint Set DB1 A 12

Table A.11 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB1 A 12

Image
12_7
12_2
12_7_2

Minutiae
59
40
95

61

12_7_2

15_5

15_8
Figure A.12 Fingerprint Set DB2 A 15

Table A.12 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB2 A 15

Image
15_5
15_8
15_5_8

Minutiae
75
89
122
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15_5_8

18_2

18_5
Figure A.13 Fingerprint Set DB2 A 18

Table A.13 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB2 A 18

Image
18_2
18_5
18_2_5

Minutiae
78
51
90

63

18_2_5

33_1

33_3
33_1_3
Figure A.14 Fingerprint Set DB2 A 33a

Table A.14 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB2 A 33a

Image
33_1
33_3
33_1_3

Minutiae
81
94
127

64

33_6

33_3
33_6_3
Figure A.15 Fingerprint Set DB2 A 33b

Table A.15 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB2 A 33b

Image
33_6
33_3
33_6_3

Minutiae
88
94
108
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33_8_6
33_8

33_6
Figure A.16 Fingerprint Set DB2 A 33c

Table A.16 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB2 B 33c

Image
33_8
33_6
33_8_6

Minutiae
98
88
98
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104_7

104_2
104_7_2
Figure A.17 Fingerprint Set DB2 B 104

Table A.17 Minutiae Count Fingerprint Set DB2 B 104

Image
104_7
104_2
104_7_2

Minutiae
58
85
112
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